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About This Content

Purchase this DLC disables score limit on this table!

Circus 2017

Information:

Name: Circus

Theme: Circus/Carneval

Production year: 2017

Type: Solid State (SS)

Features:

1 playfield

3 flippers
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4 pop bumpers

2 eject holes

2 kickback lanes

3 ramps

1-bank spot target (1)

2-bank spot targets (1)

4-bank spot targets (1)
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Title: Zaccaria Pinball - Circus 2017 Table
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Magic Pixel Kft.
Release Date: 13 Apr, 2017
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Get swallowed by the Void~
Die multible times~
Appreciate every achievement~

If you like such stuff you'll gonna love this game!
Welcome to "Dark Souls: 2D Toy edition"!
If you dont like hard games like Dark Souls dont buy it.

I don't get the bad reviews regarding to dying or losing stuff during the night raid ~ It's a part of the game guys.
You dont like the probability of such things happening ~ then this game may isn't something for you. :)

Got it in this HumbleBundle https://www.humblebundle.com/yogscast-jingle-jam

. For it's price we can already see that it's gonna be a really weak game. Nevertheless i guess it's still better than the majority of
games that are available for around the same price ( « 1€). Has 11 levels and honestly only played 2 of them and the only thing i
grabbed was an AK. Performance is not the best. (In the first level is terrible) The bullet registering is bad since from certain
points you can't hit even if aiming close from enemies.. Just finished the tutorial and... Wow! this game!.. It has got the best of
every 4x game I've played till now.

So what should you expect?...
...Expect a Space Empires game (a turn based 4x) minus warp holes for inter-system travel, with RTS elements of Homeworld
on a game engine like a AI War: Fleet Command. Oh! Forgot to mention, Star Wolves like pirate raids. :))

Verdict:
It is a close to perfect 4x RTS game which doesn't need a hefty system specifications to run on with guaranteed tonnes of hours
of gameplay. The reason I called it "Close to perfect 4x RTS game" is because I havn't played long enough to be able to
comment on AI. But I'm optimist it won't disappoint.

Rating:
For now, 10/10 for game design and controls... Will update this review after playing a couple of hours with AI.

Update: AI
Now since I've played close to 19 hours, I guess I pretty much understand how the AI's behave.
Initially I thought AI to be easy, but couple of minutes later, game proved me wrong.

Unlike other games, where AI's target you when you are supirior to them or become a threat, in this game, they will ensure that
your race is wipped off the galaxy if your race is inferior to them. If you however are superior, they are likely to give you
resources and research points to stay your ally. I'm not saying they won't attack you if you are superior (i.e. leading in number of
ships, research, star systems inhabited and economy), but that in my experience will only happen if there are no more planets to
colonize.

AI's can also become annoying at times with constant treaty requests. While most of the AI's rely on medium ship sizes (usually
10x-50x), some will build gigantic ships (like 100x or larger) couple of minutes in the game. So I suggest you to try to build
some for yourself.

Also, build a huge number of ship so that you have enough reserves for ones you might lose in battle. As if your fleet size is
minimized, most of the AI's will turn their backs on you and believe me, thats disasterous!!. You may be wondering why write a
review with only 39 minutes played. Well Wings of Prey is essentially the forebear to Gaijin's WarThunder which I have played
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for over 2000 hours here on steam. Wings of Prey is a WWII Flight sim where you can play a variety of singular missions as
well as a proper single player campaign. You can pilot a number of aircraft ranging from spitfires, hurricanes, yak's,
Sturmovik's, B-17's, P-40's, P-51 and a few German aircraft as well.

The single player content is still worth playing through and offers some nice varied missions. The game isn't all that different
from it's 360 counterpart. What I will say is that it may take some fiddling to set up your controls in a way that is comfortable
for you. A flight stick is going to be the most optimal way to play as this doesn't have the refined keyboard and mouse controls
found in WarThunder. If you take the time to rebind keys though, you can get by with just a mouse and keybord though it's not
quite as intuitive.

The biggest caveat here is that the YuPlay servers no longer work. So multiplayer may likely be outright broken. I experienced
issues upon trying to launch from Steam initially. It would try to launch and crash to desktop.

The way I got around this was I launched the ACCESS.EXE from the Steamapps/common/Wings of Prey folder. I didn't have
to register an account or anything like that. But I was then able to launch the game and play the single player just fine.

Is it worth the price of admission? I think so, if your willing to fiddle with it a bit to get it to run. It's not a game breaker by any
means, but is just an inconvenience. If your looking for multiplayer? WarThunder is going to be a better option and it's free..
Only played for a bit but so far, I've seen the game having so many things happening at once that it quite difficult to get into but
once you've gotten the hang of the features one by one, it's a fun and rewarding game. The only thing I dislike about it was the
UI being quite intrusive at times but otherwise, it's one of those hidden gems on Steam that's not for everyone but doesn't mean
it's a bad thing.. This is the best game of cerdocornios in all the universe, the cerdocornio is so hot and sexy, when I was playing
I had an \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 <3
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Though a very old concept it is still interesting to play, however I do miss the detail that the older Bridge Construction Set had.
This game is beginning to turn into a Zylom / King like game; exploit it until everybody is sick of the game and don't wants to
be reminded of it ever existing... Don't let it come that far, devs.... If you loved Barrow Hill you will love this.

A must for fans of the supernatural ;)

8/10. Good for concealing your activities:

https://discord.gg/9C9snBK. waiting............................................... alright ♥♥♥♥ this. Ruined, used to be a good game.
-10, then -10 more, removed everything that made the game fun, and its full pay to play now. Be prepared to pay $150 to open
up what you need to play the game, and still get killed over and over and over by the players that figured this game out long ago.
The only purpose to play is too get farmed. No balance, glitchy, same boring quest over and over. Everything, absoluly every
thing, (execept ammo) costs real money.
Wasted, advoid at all costs.. Positive to mention: proper story, theme and atmosphere. Items most often aren't just random
clutter, but items that are logical in the hidden object's place.
Negatives: Really short, 3-3.5h with bonus chapter, without rushing it. Consider this when buying the game.

A short, but really well done hidden object game from GOGII Games. The game has a unique concept to it that makes it special
amongst HOGs: it has a mechanics to it that only lets one tounlock certain parts, items with time - here special signs marked the
compartments and small doors that could be opened by ATOM, your robotic helper - upgrading him at a certain point of the
game allows you to unlock a second tier of locks. As far as my knowledge goes, only one game had a similar feature: Theatre of
the Absurd, which is another one of GOGII Games' games - when a dev's game is identifiable by a mechanics, I think they are
doing something really well.
The game has a nice balance between easy puzzles and medium-difficulty hidden object scenes - one or two is hard to find, but
doesn't the progression. Map, hint system is solid and helpful.
And finally, again a game with a story, a proper one! Our protagonist, looking for her parents end up an underwater hotel-
complex which was taken over by some supernatural entity - a story not stranger for us, but even during the short (very short)
gameplay time the protagonist, the antagonist, even some NPCs show more character than in almost any other HOG. In the
bonus chapter there is a very enthusiastic hippie and a southern lady who both show a really intresting character even during
their short sections. Really good to see that the storywriters used them more than just a tool to tell "bring me soda for item", and
instead had a 10ish line long rant about comspiracies and overly friendly and trustworthy monologue from the hippie guy.
Also the bonus chapter contirnues and expands the story, almost like a pilot towards the sequel - and I'm really curious if it'll get
one, because it most positively deserves one.. Really cute and fun Visual Novel
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